FRET NO MORE: INAPPLICABILITY OF CROWDFUNDING CONCERNS IN THE INTERNET AGE AND THE JOBS ACT’S SAFEGUARDS
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INTRODUCTION

Less than two years after the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act\(^1\) significantly amended the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and before the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) even had the chance to breathe before proposing approximately three-quarters of the rules mandated by that Act,\(^2\) Congress passed the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act on March 27, 2012, which President Barack Obama signed into law on April 5, 2012.\(^3\) One of the contentious sections of this Act, which the Obama Administration promoted along with many entrepreneurs and scholars, is an innovative method of raising funds for entrepreneurs that has become increasingly popular in the Internet age: crowdfunding. Analogous to the earlier concept of crowdsourcing,\(^4\) crowdfunding is a capital formation......
strategy that raises small amounts of funds from a large group of people through online means. Currently, this fundraising strategy depends on contributions from donors who do not share ownership of the project, but rather only receive token gifts such as signed CD albums, dinner with the director of a film project, or concert tickets.

Due to the successes of raising funds through crowdfunding to jumpstart businesses, many groups and entrepreneurs have aspired to conduct crowdfunding that would offer equity interests as opposed to mere material rewards. These entrepreneurs urged the SEC to allow businesses to raise funds through equity-based crowdfunding by exempting crowdfunding from the registration requirements of § 5 of the Securities Act of 1933.7

Less than a year after the petition to the SEC for reforms in securities regulations to accommodate crowdfunding, Congress passed the JOBS Act, Title III of which exempts crowdfunding or small-issue offerings from registration with the SEC. The offerings must meet four criteria: (1) the total amount of securities sold by an issuer cannot exceed $1 million; (2) the total amount sold to a single investor cannot exceed either $2,000 or $100,000, depending on the individual’s income or net worth; (3) the transaction must be conducted either through a broker or funding portal required to register with the SEC and a self-regulatory organization (SRO); and (4) the issuer must comply with statutory requirements, such as


6. See Crowdfund Investing—A Solution to the Capital Crisis Facing our Nation’s Entrepreneurs: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on TARP, Fin. Serv. & Bailouts of Pub. & Private Programs of the H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, 112th Cong. 6 (2011) [hereinafter Hearing] (prepared statement of Meredith Cross, Director, Division of Corporate Finance, SEC) (describing how SEC staff met and discussed crowdfunding with business owners and representatives of small business organizations that were pushing for a regulatory reform to accommodate this financing model); Letter from Jenny Kassan, Sustainable Econ. Law Ctr., to Elizabeth M. Murphy, Sec’y, Sec. & Exch. Comm’n (July 1, 2010), available at http://www.sec.gov/rules/petitions/2010/petn4-605.pdf (noting that financial investment can bring greater psychological investment than mere donation and can become an even richer source of innovation and capital formation).

disclosing certain financial and other information. Additionally, one of the most contentious provisions of the crowdfunding title of the JOBS Act is § 35, which lists crowdfunding securities as “covered securities.” As a covered security, crowdfunding issuers only need to register their offerings with the SEC, without having to register with each state that requires it.

The JOBS Act mandates the SEC issue rules pursuant to the Act, as the SEC is the main government agency responsible for regulating the securities industry. In issuing any rule, the SEC must fulfill its dual role of facilitating capital formation and protecting investors. There is little dispute that crowdfunding would help businesses raise capital. However, before the SEC adopts any rule regarding crowdfunding, it should carefully consider the costs, especially the need to protect investors—vulnerable investors lacking “financial sophistication” in particular—from fraud and bad investments.

Before the JOBS Act mandated a crowdfunding exemption, there were several existing exemptions to the federal securities registration requirements available to small businesses, including Regulation A and Rules 504, 505, and 506 of Regulation D. However, complying with

---

13. 17 C.F.R. §§ 230.501–.506 (Regulation A); §§ 230.504–.506 (Regulation D).
Regulation A is prohibitively costly for small businesses due to its documentation requirements. Regulation D exemptions are unsuitable for crowdfunding due to their prohibition on general solicitation, which is essentially what crowdfunding is: inviting the public to invest in a business venture.

Because the idea of general solicitation is at the heart of the crowdfunding model, this Comment assesses crowdfunding's investor protection concerns by examining the rationales behind Regulation D's ban on general solicitation. Regulation D was issued three decades ago in 1982, long before people began using the Internet to share information and knowledge with one another. Therefore, the concerns that prompted the provisions of Regulation D may no longer be relevant in today's Internet age.

In addition, the JOBS Act includes rules for crowdfunding issuers and intermediaries that serve as safeguards for investors. This includes a requirement that intermediaries—those facilitating the transactions for crowdfunding securities—register with both the SEC and an applicable SRO the small amount of securities sold and individual investment. The Act also makes applicable the antifraud regime in the Securities Act of 1933 (Securities Act) and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Exchange Act).

This Comment will examine whether, in light of Regulation D's ban on general solicitation in an analogous context and the statutory safeguards introduced by the JOBS Act, there are grounds for concern over crowdfunding offerings. Part I briefly discusses the mechanics of the crowdfunding process and the costs and benefits of crowdfunding. Part II discusses how the federal securities laws prior to the JOBS Act, particularly the registration exemptions of Regulations A and D, could not adequately accommodate crowdfunding offerings. Part III then discusses the crowdfunding concerns that reflect the rationales behind Regulation D's ban on general solicitation as they relate to investor protection. Part IV applies these rationales to the context of today's Internet age and analyzes

14. See § 230.252(a) (requiring issuers to complete Form 1-A, which includes detailed information about the business).

15. Rule 502(c) prohibits general solicitation for any Regulation D offering, except if in the case of Rule 504 offerings the offering is registered or filed in the state level. See id. §§ 502(c), 504(b)(1).


the four main statutory safeguards that Congress provides through the JOBS Act. It concludes that because investors’ characteristics today are starkly different from those of the 1980s, and because there are adequate provisions in the crowdfunding laws safeguarding investors that concerns about investor protection are unfounded. Part V discusses the implication of the JOBS Act for the other exemptions in the securities laws—that they will become obsolete due to the ban on general solicitation. Finally, this Comment concludes that due to the nature of the Internet age and because of the statutory safeguards in place, the new crowdfunding exemption will not raise the investor protection issues that some fear.

I. CROWDFUNDING: WHAT IS IT?

A. Mechanism

Rooted in the idea of crowdsourcing (the process of creating content based on the collective effort of a large group of people\(^{18}\)), crowdfunding is a fundraising strategy that pools capital, typically in small amounts, from a large group of people.\(^{19}\) In addition to individual projects and companies that raise money through crowdfunding,\(^{20}\) there are also websites that facilitate the use of crowdfunding as a capital formation strategy. Examples in the United States include Kickstarter, IndieGoGo, and Rockethub.\(^{21}\)

---

18. See Howe, supra note 4.
Most of the projects funded through crowdfunding websites are from creative industries, such as design, filmmaking, music performance and production, and photography. The existing crowdfunding schemes are based on donations, not purchases of equity interests. Crowdfunding websites like Kickstarter and Indiegogo require fundraisers to offer material rewards—typically products that are related to or are a result of the project itself—in exchange for the contribution.

If the crowdfunding model offers equity interests in the enterprise as


opposed to mere material rewards, these interests probably constitute securities under the Securities Act, particularly if the crowdfunding issuer refers to its equity interests as stocks. 25 Under the category of securities known as investment contracts, 26 equity crowdfunding interests would constitute securities because an investor would invest money in a common enterprise and would expect profits solely from the efforts of the issuing entrepreneur. 27 Therefore, ownership interests in a business venture would be treated as securities, and any offerings or sales of such interests would be subject to the Securities Act and regulations made thereunder. Most importantly, the offering of such securities would be subject to the § 5 registration requirement. 28

B. Benefits and Costs of Crowdfunding

As an innovative Internet-based capital formation strategy, crowdfunding has costs and benefits inherent in its mechanisms that relate to its role in helping to revive the nation’s economy. Crowdfunding’s advantages and disadvantages impact the cost–benefit analysis of any rule the SEC could issue under the new provisions on crowdfunding in the Securities Act and the Exchange Act.

1. Crowdfunding’s Benefits

Crowdfunding has great potential to spark growth among small businesses. Even in its current form, many entrepreneurs have successfully started and developed their business ventures relying in part on crowdfunding. One of the primary challenges faced by small businesses is a


27. The question of whether crowdfunding interests constitute securities may be open to dispute and would require an in-depth analysis that this Comment does not attempt to explore. This Comment’s analysis of proposed crowdfunding exemptions is based on the assumption that crowdfunding interests constitute securities. See generally Joan M. Heminway & Shelden R. Hoffman, Proceed at Your Peril: Crowdfunding and the Securities Act of 1933, 78 TENN. L. REV. 879, 885–906 (2011) (analyzing whether crowdfunding interests constitute securities and concluding that they are investment contracts because they satisfy the Howey test).

capital gap: small businesses have very limited financing options. Bank loans are often denied due to a lack of collateral, operating history, and a proven track record. Private financing from venture capital and angel investors only fund a small number of businesses. Crowdfunding could bridge this gap by connecting small businesses, which are marginalized from the traditional sources of funding, to the general public.

In addition to crowdfunding’s financial benefit, entrepreneurs also use this fundraising method to market their products or services and obtain feedback. Crowdfunding becomes a tool for innovators to improve on their business models or products and services before they are offered to the public. By coupling crowdfunding with crowdsourcing, the public can participate in creating these products or services.

Not only does the growth of small businesses benefit the entrepreneurs themselves, it also benefits society. Small businesses accounted for 60%–75% of new jobs created between 1993 and 2009, and small businesses provide consumers with more product and service options.

2. Crowdfunding’s Costs

Crowdfunding has its downsides as well. From the investor protection perspective, it is likely that some fraud will occur through crowdfunding. The Internet, which replaces real-life encounters with virtual meetings, could make it more difficult for investors to know whether an issuer’s business is legitimate. An additional crowdfunding risk is inherent in the general nature of small businesses: uncertainty about the development of

---

30. See id. at 61; Emily Maltby, Smaller Businesses Seeking Loans Still Come Up Empty, WALL ST. J., June 30, 2011, at B1 (reporting that most of the loan recipients in 2011 appear to be large independent businesses with multiple revenue streams and significant collateral for loans rather than smaller companies).
31. See Fisch, supra note 29, at 62–63; see also Rutheford B. Campbell, Jr., Regulation A: Small Businesses’ Search for “A Moderate Capital”, 31 DEL. J. CORP. L. 77, 81 (2006) (arguing that small businesses face structural challenges when entering capital markets and that the absence of available financial intermediation services requires them to find investors on their own).
34. See Campbell, supra note 31, at 84–86 (reporting that the percentage of jobs created by small businesses was as high as 75% as of 2006).
35. See discussion infra Part IV.
unproven products or services.\textsuperscript{36} Start-up companies are traditionally riskier and have a higher rate of failure than other businesses.\textsuperscript{37}

From the business perspective, crowdfunding issuers may encounter administrative and accounting challenges, since this capital formation strategy involves a large number of investors becoming shareholders. This would require meticulous and laborious bookkeeping of all investments and shares in the business to determine the share of profits to which each investor is entitled to.\textsuperscript{38} Even with the current form of crowdfunding where donors merely receive rewards, fundraisers are finding the administrative work of recording donor contributions and sending the respective rewards to be onerous.\textsuperscript{39}

II. PRE-JOBS ACT: SECURITIES LAWS WERE UNSUITABLE FOR CROWDFUNDING

Prior to the JOBS Act, the biggest challenge in transforming crowdfunding from a model that only offers token gifts to a model that offers equity in the business was that securities laws were unsuitable for this fundraising strategy. Equity-based crowdfunding cannot operate unless the company receiving the funds registered with the SEC or resorts to one of the exemptions available in the Securities Act and accompanying regulations. Registration would be prohibitively costly for small businesses, and the exemptions of Regulations A and D are unsuitable because of the prohibitive filing requirement and ban on general solicitation.

A. Registration

Section 5(c) of the Securities Act requires business to register securities

\textsuperscript{36} See Fish, supra note 29, at 61 (acknowledging other risks as well, such as agency costs and informational asymmetries).

\textsuperscript{37} Heminway & Hoffman, supra note 27, at 933.

\textsuperscript{38} See Sarah E. Needleman & Angus Loten, When “‘Friending’” Becomes a Source of Start-Up Funds, WALL ST. J., Nov. 1, 2011, at B1 (reporting that some believe managing cash flow for dividend payments would distract small businesses from attending to their day-to-day operations). A soon-to-be formed crowdfunding platform based in the United Kingdom, Seedrs, addresses this administrative challenge for issuers by aggregating multiple small investments in each business into one large investment. See Hearings, supra note 6, at 1–2 (statement of Jeff Lynn, CEO, Seedrs) [limiting the administrative burden by allowing fundraisers to interact with only one legal shareholder].

\textsuperscript{39} See Crane, supra note 19 (explaining that the campaign for a crowdfunding project is time-consuming because fundraisers must constantly utilize social media like Twitter and Facebook to maintain the momentum); Kurutz, supra note 24 (reporting that one crowdfunding fundraiser, TikTok, had to send 13,512 products to all its backers and the shipping and handling alone cost approximately $70,000).
offerings with the SEC. Registration is the process by which companies disclose material financial information, such as audited balance sheets and income statements, to prospective investors in the form of a registration statement. An issuer may not sell securities until that registration statement has been approved and becomes effective. Assuming that crowdfunding interests constitute securities, the issuers must submit registration statements to the SEC unless they are able to perfect an exemption.

However, for small businesses, the costs of registration are too high and in some cases would even exceed the amount of funds they aim to raise. These costs include registration fees, accounting fees, legal fees, and printing costs. Understanding the prohibitive costs of registration for small businesses, Congress provided an opportunity for the SEC to create exemptions from registration requirements to help small businesses. Therefore, like other small businesses that resort to existing exemptions due to the excessive costs of registration, the crowdfunding model also needed an exception.

43. The laws and regulations in the United Kingdom can accommodate equity-based crowdfunding platforms because of how they determine the offerings that require a prospectus. See Financial Services and Markets Act, 2000, c. 8, §§ 85(1), 86(1)(b) (U.K.) (exempting from registration those securities offered to fewer than 150 persons, and establishing that an offer made to members of a partnership constitutes an offer to a single person); see, e.g., CROWDCUBE, http://www.crowdcube.com (last visited May 14, 2012) (equity-based crowdfunding platform in the United Kingdom); SEEDRS, http://www.seedrs.com/ (last visited May 14, 2012) (same); Hearings, supra note 6, at 39 (prepared statement of Jeff Lynn, CEO, Seedrs) (distinguishing donation-based crowdfunding platforms from Seedrs, which provides more intermediation, including disclosure review, legal due diligence, and execution management). See generally Hearings, supra note 6, at 39–40 (prepared statement of Jeff Lynn, CEO, Seedrs) (comparing securities laws in the United States and the United Kingdom in their suitability for crowdfunding).
44. See Bradford, supra note 11, at 27–28; Fisch, supra note 29, at 61 (arguing that many of these costs are fixed).
45. The services of lawyers and accountants are crucial to the registration process because the registration statement must include such information as financial statements, description of the securities offered, risks of the investment, and the offering price of the security. See Todd A. Mazur, Note, Securities Regulation in the Electronic Era: Private Placements and the Internet, 75 IND. L.J. 379, 381 (2000) (describing the laborious registration process of securities).
B. Regulation A

The first registration exemption available to businesses is Regulation A.\(^{47}\) Regulation A is based on § 3(b) of the Securities Act,\(^{48}\) which exempts offerings that do not exceed $5 million.\(^{49}\) Although Regulation A is meant to assist small businesses in raising funds, complying with this regulation is burdensome; it is commonly called a mini-registration due to requirements that resemble § 5 registration requirements.\(^{50}\) Fulfilling Regulation A requirements also necessitates the services of lawyers and accountants.\(^{51}\) Therefore, Regulation A is unsuitable for crowdfunding because many of the issuers targeted by this model would not be able to afford such services and do not have the financial or business history to complete the required information.

C. Regulation D

The remaining exemptions available for crowdfunding prior to the JOBS Act fall under Regulation D.\(^{52}\) The first exemption is Rule 506, which exempts transactions that do not involve a public offering\(^{53}\) and limits the number of nonaccredited investors to thirty-five.\(^{54}\) As crowdfunding rests on the participation of the “crowd”—which would in most cases exceed thirty-five nonaccredited investors—and would most likely constitute a public offering, this exemption does not suit, and would in fact negate, the nature of the crowdfunding model.

Exemptions in Rule 504\(^{55}\) and 505\(^{56}\) of Regulation D would be ideal for crowdfunding, since these rules impose caps on the aggregate amount of the offering at $1 million and $5 million, respectively;\(^{57}\) however, the main

\(^{48}\) Id. § 230.251.
\(^{49}\) Securities Act of 1933 § 3(b), 15 U.S.C. § 77c(b) (2006); 17 C.F.R. § 230.251(b).
\(^{50}\) See 7 J. WILLIAM HICKS, EXEMPTED TRANSACTIONS UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 § 6:5 (1999); see, e.g., 17 C.F.R. § 230.252(a) (requiring issuers to complete Form 1-A, which includes such information as plan of distribution, officers and key personnel of the company, and businesses and properties).
\(^{51}\) See supra text accompanying note 45.
\(^{52}\) 17 C.F.R. § 230.501–508.
\(^{53}\) Id. § 230.506(a).
\(^{54}\) Id. § 230.506(b)(2)(i)–(ii) (limiting the number of purchasers of securities to thirty-five); id. § 230.501(c)(1)[iv] (excluding an “accredited investor” in calculating the number of purchasers).
\(^{55}\) Id. § 230.504.
\(^{56}\) Id. § 230.505.
\(^{57}\) Id. § 230.504(b)(2) (aggregate amount limited to $1 million); id. § 230.505(b)(2)(i) ($5 million).
barrier that renders Rule 504 and 505 of Regulation D unsuitable for crowdfunding is their prohibition on general solicitation. Again, the essence of crowdfunding is obtaining capital from the general public through the Internet, where anyone can gain the equity interests offered by the fundraiser.

1. The Ban on General Solicitation

Scholars have criticized the ban on general solicitation since the SEC introduced it in Rule 146, the predecessor of Rule 502(c). They contend that the ban lacks justification and severely inhibits the growth of small businesses. The ban is particularly problematic for crowdfunding because publishing the business plan and offering an equity interest to the “crowd” is central to the idea of crowdfunding.

General solicitation is not defined in the SEC regulations, but the SEC has determined that permissible solicitation of investment requires a preexisting substantive relationship between the issuers or their representatives and the potential investors. Preexisting relationship refers to relationships established prior to the solicitation for the offering, and substantive means that the relationship is such that the issuer can be aware of the financial circumstances or sophistication of the potential investors. People who fall under this category are typically friends and family members of the issuer. For offerings that involve brokers and dealers, the network of potential investors expands to their customers and clients.

---

58. 17 C.F.R. § 230.502(c) (banning issuers from offering or selling securities by any form of general solicitation or general advertising).
59. See Patrick Daugherty, Rethinking the Ban on General Solicitation, 38 EMORY L.J. 67, 87 (1989) (stating that two years after Rule 146 was adopted, the SEC began asking for public comment as to whether the rule should be rescinded).
60. See supra Part IV.
61. See Daugherty, supra note 59, at 70 (describing the ban on general solicitation as “unconscionably vague”).
62. See generally id. at 104–08 (discussing SEC staff’s interpretive letters of circumstances that do and do not meet the preexisting substantive relationship requirement of permissible solicitation under Regulation D); William K. Sjostrom, Jr., Relaxing the Ban: It’s Time to Allow General Solicitation and Advertising in Exempt Offerings, 32 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 1, 13–14 (2004) (discussing the SEC’s no-action letters to companies confirming that their modes of solicitation do not constitute general solicitation). Daugherty argues the SEC should define such a crucial rule provision through the notice-and-comment procedure to allow the public to address its needs and concerns regarding the rule. See Daugherty, supra note 59, at 106–07 n.184.
64. Sjostrom, supra note 62, at 13.
65. There are limitations on the scope of efforts by brokers and dealers in soliciting for
This benefit, however, does not extend to all small businesses because many cannot afford the services of brokers and dealers. Additionally, brokers typically impose commission fees of up to 10% of the gross offering; they usually will not take clients whose offering prices are not high and would therefore result in a small commission for the brokers. Consequently, many small businesses are left with the limited option of resorting to only their friends and families for capital.

This interpretation of general solicitation is highly problematic for crowdfunding because it prohibits entrepreneurs from having a special page online, like the ones on Kickstarter and IndieGoGo, where anyone can access and gain information about the business plan and invest money. The whole purpose of crowdfunding is to unlock the door to a limitless pool of capital facilitated by the Internet connecting strangers with one another. Getting funds from people with whom the issuer has no preexisting relationship is a crucial part of a crowdfunding scheme; therefore, the ban on general solicitation makes the Regulation D offerings unsuitable for crowdfunding.

III. WORRIES ABOUT CROWDFUNDING REFLECT RATIONALES BEHIND THE RULE 502(C) BAN ON GENERAL SOLICITATION

Having summarized the benefits and costs of crowdfunding, it is also important to analyze the investor protection concerns related to this new fundraising model, even though the JOBS Act has exempted crowdfunding from registration requirements. At the heart of crowdfunding is the idea of investment that would be permissible for Regulation D exemptions, such as the use of questionnaires and predeveloped customer lists. See Daugherty, supra note 59, at 104–08.

66. Sjostrom, supra note 62, at 15 (explaining that investment banking firms get compensated with either a commission fee, common stock warrants, or the contractual right to participate in future company offerings).

67. A fundraising project page on Kickstarter typically consists of a video explaining the project, a description of the project and the people behind it, and the tranches of donations and their corresponding material rewards. See Kickstarter, http://www.kickstarter.com (last visited May 14, 2012).

68. The Rule 504-based crowdfunding platform ProFounder facilitates entrepreneurs’ fundraising campaigns, but only allows people with whom the entrepreneurs have preexisting substantive relationships to access the relevant entrepreneurs’ pages to invest. Hearings, supra note 6, at 25 (prepared statement of Dana Mauriello, President, ProFounder). Issuers using ProFounder’s services send e-mails to people with whom they have preexisting substantive relationships through a ProFounder application allowing only the e-mail recipient to view the private fundraising website. Id. These e-mail invitations contain a unique link that only the recipient can open that cannot be forwarded or shared with others. Id. Since its inception in 2009, ProFounder has enabled nineteen companies to raise funds in the totaling more than $612,000 from 356 investors who are classmates, customers, family members, and friends of the entrepreneurs. Id. at 3.
appealing to the general public based on the merits of the business idea and soliciting funds via the Internet to help the business grow. This is essentially synonymous with general solicitation as interpreted by the SEC. To examine crowdfunding’s investor protection concerns, it is thus useful to analyze the rationale behind banning general solicitation and to assess whether the underlying concerns that prompted such a rule are still relevant in today’s Internet age.

The overarching rationale for prohibiting general solicitation is to protect investors, which is one of the dual functions of the SEC. Specifically, the SEC intended Rule 502(c) of Regulation D to reduce the potential for abuse by people who would take advantage of a flexible regulation and harm others by advertising offerings and reselling the fraudulent securities to the general public.

The SEC’s first justification for Rule 502(c) is in the context of Rule 506’s private placement. The SEC believes that prohibiting general solicitation for private placement ensures the private nature of such offerings. This rationale is reasonable for Rule 506 because it is based on § 4(2) of the Securities Act, which exempts transactions that do not involve public offerings. However, unlike Rule 506, which expressly specifies § 4(2) as the statutory basis for the rule exemption, Rule 504 of Regulation D does not, and Rule 505 is based on § 3(b) of the Securities Act, which does not exclude public offerings. Before the SEC rescinded the ban on general solicitation in 1992, it had never declared another rationale.

---

69. See Revision of Rule 504 of Regulation D, the “Seed Capital” Exemption, Securities Act Release No. 7,644, 69 SEC Docket 364 (Feb. 25, 1999) (reiterating that provisions of Regulation D, which include the prohibition on general solicitation, are based on the mandate of investor protection).

70. See id. (promulgating an amended rule as a result of “recent fraudulent secondary transactions”).


73. 17 C.F.R. § 230.504(a).

74. Id. § 230.505(a).


accordingly, commentators criticized the rule for lacking strong ideological foundation. 77

After the SEC rescinded the rule prohibiting general solicitation, it justified the ban when reintroducing the provision as serving to prevent the “pump and dump” abuses that occurred in the 1990s. 78 Years after removing the ban on general solicitation, the SEC reinstated it in 1999 due to the recurring pump and dump schemes that took advantage of Rule 504. 79 These stock manipulation schemes occurred in penny stocks—stocks sold for less than $1 a share—where unscrupulous brokers entered the market cheaply, marketed the shares through the phone and Internet, and sold them to investors right before they dumped their own holdings and left investors with deflated shares. 80

The criticisms against crowdfunding exemptions echo the concerns that prompted the ban on general solicitation for Regulation D securities. In her discussion of a possible crowdfunding exemption, SEC Chairman Mary Schapiro underscored the importance of taking the pump and dump experience into account for future exemptions on general solicitation and resale. 81 Critics are concerned that this exemption would bring back the “boiler rooms” of the 1990s Internet stock bubble that financially harmed many investors. 82

---

77. See Sjostrom, supra note 62, at 34 (“The ban is simply the product of the historic statutory basis of the private placement exemptions . . . .”).

78. See Revision of Rule 504 of Regulation D, the “Seed Capital” Exemption, Securities Act Release No. 7644, 69 SEC Docket 364, 366 (Feb. 25, 1999) (arguing that banning general solicitation is an effective way to combat pump and dump abuses); Michael Schroeder, Despite Reforms, Penny-Stock Fraud Is Roaring Back, WALL ST. J., Sept. 4, 1997, at A12 (stating that Rule 504 had become a “popular loophole for fraud” and a “playground for the unscrupulous”).


80. See John R. Stark, EnforceNet Redux: A Retrospective of the SEC’s Internet Program Four Years After Its Genesis, 56 BUS. LAW. 105, 110–12 (2001) (citing examples of “familiar frauds” emerging in the age of the Internet); Schroeder, supra note 78.

81. Letter from Mary L. Schapiro, Chairman, Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, to Darrell E. Issa, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform 23 [Apr. 6, 2011], available at http://www.sec.gov/news/press/schapiro-issa-letter-040611.pdf; see also Hearings, supra note 6, at 11 [prepared statement of Meredith Cross, Director, Division of Corporate Finance, SEC] emphasizing the importance of considering the “pump and dump” experience to assess any possible exemption for crowdfunding.

IV. REMOVING CONCERNS: THE INTERNET AGE AND THE JOBS ACT’S
SAFEGUARDS

Although the investor protection concerns that prompted the general
solicitation ban may have been applicable in the 1990s when the Internet
was only in its nascent stage, such concerns no longer apply today. In
addition, the JOBS Act introduces several rules to accompany the
crowdfunding exemption that further protect investors. Therefore, as the
investor protection concerns no longer apply in today’s Internet age and
there are new provisions in the federal securities laws that are designed to
prevent fraud, criticisms against crowdfunding are simply unfounded.

A. Rationales Behind the Ban on General Solicitation Do Not Apply to the Current
Tech-Savvy Market

The rationale behind fraudulent abuses in the 1990s that prompted the
prohibitions on general solicitation and resale do not apply to
crowdfunding today. The pump and dump schemes were hatched by
brokers and dealers who purchased securities of companies without real
products or operations and resold them to unknowing investors.83 Unlike
investors in the 1990s, people today are equipped with advanced tools to
obtain enormous amounts of specific information at any time. In 1990,
approximately 2.2 million people in the United States had access to the
Internet.84 The Internet was mostly in the hands of professional traders,
and until 2006 online use of corporate information was limited to large
corporations and institutional investors.85 In 2010, the number of Internet
users had increased to nearly 240 million people, comprising 77.3% of the
U.S. population.86 Additionally, of the American population today, 52%
use the Internet for commercial activities, 58% use research products and
services online, and 46% use social networking sites.87 This growing trend
shows that the Internet is becoming an increasingly important space for
commercial activities.

83. See Revision of Rule 504 of Regulation D, the “Seed Capital” Exemption,
Securities Act Release No. 7,644, 69 SEC Docket 364, 366 (Feb. 25, 1999); Schroeder, supra
note 78.
85. Arewa, supra note 17, at 335 n.21.
86. United States of America: Internet Usage and Broadband Usage Report, INTERNET WORLD
87. Jim Jansen, Online Product Research: 58% of Americans Have Researched a Product or Service
Online, PEW INTERNET & AMER. LIFE PROJECT 2–3 (Sept. 29, 2010),
%20Research%20Final.pdf.
In addition, among Internet users, the younger the age group the higher the degree of usage. People between the ages of eighteen and thirty-three comprise 35% of the Internet-using population and those between thirty-four and forty-five comprise 21%, with the older age groups comprising less.88 This generational gap illustrates that the way of the future lies in cyberspace, as the younger generation conducts many of its activities through the Internet.

Increasing Internet use has also coincided with, if not created, a cyberculture of information sharing. Not only do people provide content for the development of a single product, people also communicate with one another and verify facts as part of their consumption and investment decisionmaking. With advancement in technology and people’s shrewdness in utilizing online tools, the growth of crowdfunding platforms will be accompanied by the growth of online information sharing.89

Among Internet users, 32% have posted online product comments and 78% have conducted product research online.90 As for investments, information on issuers available on the Internet can typically be found on a company’s home page, which has product and financial information, broker–dealer websites, financial portals, active message boards, and chat rooms frequented by market participants.91 Unlike in the 1980s, when people had to depend on brokers and dealers to obtain information about a company, today’s conscientious citizenry can obtain information themselves by maneuvering through the increasingly simple and user-friendly Internet infrastructure.92


89. Equity-based crowdfunding investors will probably write reviews on business ventures—as donors to donation-based crowdfunding projects are already doing—and will collectively become a “self-policing community,” like users on eBay and TripAdvisor. Hearings, supra note 6, at 54 (prepared statement of Sherwood Neiss, Cofounder, FLAVORx). But see Merrill Goozner, Cyberforce Patrols the Internet: as Stock Chat Fraud Mounts, SEC Takes Action, CHI. TRIB., Jan. 24, 1999, available at http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1999-01-24/business/9901240315_1_sia-stock-fraud-stock-promoters (reporting the scheme of scam artists who gave false information in online chat groups that triggered the SEC’s creation of Cyberforce).


92. See John S. D’Alimonte, Mary C. Carty & Thomas Finkelstein, Securities Law in the New Millennium, 75 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 49, 66 (2001) (contending that such Internet access
Public access to information also strengthens the prospective investors’ bargaining position vis-à-vis the issuer. The aforementioned data show an increasing number of people accessing the Internet. The Internet reduces the problem of information asymmetry—an imbalance of access to information between issuers and investors—and therefore prevents the incidence of fraud resulting from the monopoly over information by a small group of people who would take advantage of this position.

Although the large quantity of information available on the Internet may raise questions about its quality and whether prospective investors would know how to use it in their decisionmaking, people in today’s Internet age are quick to respond to issues by utilizing online tools. It is not such a far-fetched idea to expect people to create websites, software, or online tools that could separate the good from the bad and relevant information from irrelevant information. In fact, since the JOBS Act was introduced in Congress on December 8, 2011, companies, associations, and websites have emerged that attempt to address the concerns about online crowdfunding.

The National Crowdfunding Association (NLCFA) is an association of crowdfunding portals, venture capital firms, attorneys, and other crowdfunding industry participants that formed in March 2012. As a trade association, NLCFA will be providing annual trade conferences, education materials and opportunities, and even group insurance for its members.

One example of a grassroots crowdfunding tool is Open Crowdfund. Open Crowdfund is an online reputation-checking system that will allow investors to review reports on the companies in which they consider investing. This project has yet to be launched, and the development of

enables investors to make comparable investment decisions to those by Wall Street professionals; Nikki D. Pope, Crowdfunding Microstartups: It’s Time for the Securities and Exchange Commission to Approve a Small Offering Exemption, 13 U. PA. J. BUS. L. 973, 982–83 (2011) (comparing investors’ access to information during the formative years of the SEC and today).


94. See id. (arguing that investors’ easy access to information on the Internet can encourage issuers to lie about their securities); Bradley, supra note 91, at 309–10.


97. Id.

98. OPEN CROWDFUND, http://launch.opencrowdfund.com/ (last visited May 14,
the system itself will be crowdsourced—the public is invited to collaboratively design the program that would best meet the public’s needs.99 Open Crowdfund also plans to introduce a “radical transparency process” that will allow investors to see how companies they are investing in are spending the capital they provide, thereby enhancing accountability.100

Another example of a quick public response to problems and issues surrounding crowdfunding is Cal-X Crowdfund Connect Software.101 This software has fifty-two indicators that help determine a company’s probability-of-survival score before it gets listed in a crowdfunding site.102 This company seeks to become a marketplace where fundraisers meet investors.

These tools and associations are only a couple of examples of innovative crowdfunding–related projects that are rapidly flourishing in cyberspace. This organic growth within the market illustrates the power and capacity of the public in quickly responding to concerns by creating online solutions to regain information symmetry. They also reflect the way the public resolves its own problems, as enabled by the creativity, online resources, and wisdom of the crowd.103

In addition, the common concerns raised by general solicitation do not apply to crowdfunding because today’s advanced technology, and people’s impressive abilities to adjust to it, eliminates the information asymmetry between issuers and the general public.104 The Internet has changed the information market and leveled the playing field between the issuers and the prospective investors. One of the key investor protection concerns underlying the general solicitation ban is information asymmetry, where some people who lack financial sophistication must be protected because they cannot gain information about the issuing company.105

---

99. Id.
100. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
102. Id.
103. See also World Econ. Forum, CROWD WISDOM: USER-CENTRIC INNOVATION 4–7 (2000), available at http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_TP_Brochure_2008.pdf (observing the growing trend of companies recognizing that customers can play a valuable role in creating new ideas, and providing examples of offline user-centric innovation where users innovate collaboratively to address problems).
104. See Mazur, supra note 45, at 380 n.9 (arguing that the Internet makes obsolete the legal concepts underlying the federal securities regulation that were premised on a paper-based information technology).
105. See Hearings, supra note 6, at 12 (prepared statement of Meredith Cross, Director, Division of Corporate Finance, SEC) (arguing that this imbalance of information is a
preexisting substantive relationship requirement for permissible solicitation
presumes that investors who have such a relationship with the issuer know
something about the issuer or have access to material information about the
securities offered.106

However, since the Internet dispenses with the need for a personal
relationship to exist for people to obtain material information, its use
undermines one of the principal rationales of the ban on general
solicitation.107 In addition to people’s active pursuit of knowledge by
researching on the Internet, the Internet is also flooded with active forums
where people share and discuss information.108 Such methods of
communication are currently employed by existing crowdfunding
platforms, like Kickstarter and IndieGoGo, that have discussion forums
where donors can discuss the projects to which they are about to
contribute.

Just as crowdsourcing rests on the collective intellect and knowledge of
people to enhance the quality of a product, it also depends on the public—
not only for its capital, but also to determine, at the very least, which
investments to avoid, if not also which investments are best.109 With the
help of technology, investors can scrutinize investments and the people
behind them by communicating with others.

Relatedly, in SEC v. Ralston Purina Co.110 the Supreme Court held that if
the investors have the bargaining power to demand effective disclosure,
there is no practical need to afford them the protection of the registration
requirements.111 One of the driving forces behind crowd– or community–
Based efforts is the idea of the power or wisdom of the crowd.112 Such

106. See Daugherty, supra note 59, at 80.
107. But see D’Alimonte, Carty & Finkelstein, supra note 92, at 66–67 (arguing that the
flood of information available on the Internet only reinforces the importance of protecting
investors from manipulative practices).
108. See supra notes 83–93.
109. The public is both the potential investor and the consumer base that determines the
value of products and services. See Hearings, supra note 6, at 55 (prepared statement of
Sherwood Neiss, Cofounder, FLAVORx) (recognizing that the public adds “valuation
sophistication” in that the crowd places values on things in the market). But see Angus Loten,
Avoiding the Equity Crowd-Funding, WALL ST. J. BLOGS (Mar. 28, 2012, 3:00 PM),
http://blogs.wsj.com/deals/2012/3/28/angel-investors-some-entrepreneurs-skeptical-
about-benefits-of-equity-crowd-funding (reporting some angel investors worry that with a lot
of unsophisticated investors in the crowdfunding market, they will be unable to get the
valuation right).
111. Id. at 124–25.
112. See Hearings, supra note 6, at 55 (prepared statement of Sherwood Neiss, Cofounder,
collective efforts provide the group with heightened bargaining power. Despite the small amounts of individual investments, prospective investors are able to create leverage with the issuer by coming together as a group. This bargaining power is further strengthened through popular online forums where people share and discuss information.

Therefore, the nature of the Internet age, as exemplified in both the tools and the people using them, removes some of the concerns about crowdfunding, which resemble those underlying the general solicitation ban.

B. The JOBS Act’s Safeguards

In addition to the inherent protections that the Internet age provides, the JOBS Act implements safeguards in the crowdfunding provisions of the Securities Act and the Exchange Act. First, the JOBS Act limits the total amount of funds raised and the amount of individual investment for crowdfunding securities. Second, transactions on these securities can only be done through a broker or funding portal, either of which must register with the SEC and applicable SRO. The issuer must also register with the SEC. Both of these registrations require the issuer and intermediary to disclose information. Third, SROs will effectively complement the monitoring and regulating role of the SEC, further protecting investors. Lastly, parties to crowdfunding are still subject to the fraud provisions of the Securities Act and the Exchange Act as well as state enforcement on fraud.

1. Limitations on Amounts Raised and Individual Investments

The first safeguard that addresses investor protection concerns is the de minimis nature of crowdfunding: a low maximum on the offering size and a low maximum on the individual investment. The amended Securities Act exempts crowdfunding securities only if the total amount raised is not more than $1 million and the maximum amount of individual investment does not exceed the statutory cap, which is based on the investor’s annual income or net worth.113 These two components—though not required—are also in keeping with the criteria of § 3(b) of the Securities Act which

---

113. JOBS Act, Pub. L. No. 112-106, § 302(a), 126 Stat. 306, 315 (2012) (to be codified at 15 U.S.C. § 77d). If the income or net worth is less than $100,000, individual investment is capped at the greater of $2,000 or 5% of the investor’s annual income or net worth. If the income or net worth is equal to or more than $100,000, individual investment is capped at the lesser of $100,000 or 10% of the investor’s annual income or net worth. Id.
allows the SEC to issue an exemption that can protect investors by virtue of the small amount involved. The underlying rationale behind such provision also applies to the de minimis nature of crowdfunding: a low cap on the aggregate amount of offering mitigates the negative impact on the market as a whole.

Unlike Regulation D, which places no limit on individual investments while banning general solicitation, the crowdfunding exemption’s low cap on individual investment would also mitigate potential harm to investors. A loss on a small investment would not significantly affect the investor’s financial condition. Losing $1,000, for example, would not necessarily destroy a person’s entire savings.

Additionally, to calculate an investor’s income and net worth to determine the individual’s cap on investment, the JOBS Act employs the calculation used for an accredited investor as delineated in the new Rule 215 under the Securities Act, an amendment mandated by the Dodd–Frank Act. In determining whether an individual qualifies as an accredited investor as of 2010, when the Dodd–Frank Act was passed, the calculation of a person’s net worth no longer includes a primary residence as an asset. This in effect narrows the number of individuals who can invest in crowdfunded securities and excludes those who presumably have more to lose.


115. Exemptions under Regulation D only have ceiling amounts for the aggregate offering for a twelve-month period and no limit for private placements. See 17 C.F.R. § 230.504(b)(2) ($1 million); id. § 230.505(b)(2)(i) ($5 million); id. § 230.506 (no cap on aggregate offering).

116. See Hearings, supra note 6, at 24 (prepared statement of Mercer E. Bullard, Associate Professor of Law, The University of Mississippi) (arguing that the small size of the investors’ potential losses does not trigger the concerns upon which the registration requirement is based).

117. JOBS Act § 302(b) (to be codified in 15 U.S.C. § 77dA(h)(2)) (“The income and net worth of a natural person under section 4(6)(B) [for limitation on individual investment] shall be calculated in accordance with any rules . . . regarding the calculation of the income and net worth, respectively, of an accredited investor.”).


119. 76 Fed. Reg. 81,793, 81,805 (Dec. 29, 2011) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. § 230.215(c)(1)(i) (“The person’s primary residence shall not be included as an asset . . .”)).

120. See Eric Alden, Primum Non Nocere: The Impact of Dodd–Frank on Silicon Valley, 8 BERKELEY BUS. L.J. 107, 111 (2011) (referencing SEC Commissioner Luis Aguilar’s
2. Fraud Provisions Still Apply

As with all other exempt securities and offerings regulated by the SEC, crowdfunding securities are still subject to the fraud provisions in the Securities Act and the Exchange Act even though they are exempt from the registration requirement.\textsuperscript{121} The antifraud regime consists of § 17 of the Securities Act and Rule 10b-5 under the Exchange Act.\textsuperscript{122} Not only could the SEC bring an action against the fraudulent actor, but the buyer or seller who suffers from the fraud could also bring an action against the fraudulent actor.\textsuperscript{123} The JOBS Act also permits purchasers of crowdfunding securities to bring an action against the issuer for any material misstatements or omissions.\textsuperscript{124} Together, these provisions not only deter people from committing fraud,\textsuperscript{125} but also instill public confidence in the market.\textsuperscript{126}

Additionally, even though crowdfunding securities are covered securities, the JOBS Act preserves state enforcement authority, including enforcement against fraud.\textsuperscript{127} In fact, the JOBS Act extends the reach of state argument that without this change in definition there could be investors who would otherwise meet the accredited investor criteria only by virtue of the rise in real estate value that has nothing to do with the investor’s financial sophistication). \textbf{But see} Net Worth Standard for Accredited Investors, 76 Fed. Reg. at 81,796 (noting that some commenters argued to the SEC that the primary residence exclusion could encourage investors to increase the amount of debt secured by their primary residence to purchase other assets in order to increase their net worth and qualify as accredited investors).

\textsuperscript{121} \textit{JOBS Act} § 302(b) (to be codified in 15 U.S.C. § 77dA(h)(2)). \textbf{But see} Jennifer J. Johnson, \textit{Private Placements: A Regulatory Black Hole}, 35 \textit{Del. J. Corp. L.} 151, 152 (2010) (arguing that government agencies typically do not intervene in most fraud cases until much of the damage has already occurred); Jayne W. Barnard, \textit{Securities Fraud, Recidivism, and Deterrence}, 113 \textit{Penn. St. L. Rev.} 189, 220 (2008) (asserting that retail securities fraud is considered a “low-risk crime” because it is difficult to detect and is therefore only treated as a civil matter with such minimal sanctions as cease-and-desist orders, injunctions, disgorgement orders, and civil penalties).

\textsuperscript{122} 15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)–(b) (2006); 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5 (prohibiting any person from manipulating, misleading, or employing fraud in the sale or purchase of any security).

\textsuperscript{123} \textit{See} Superintendent of Ins. of N.Y. v. Bankers Life & Cas. Co., 404 U.S. 6, 12–13 (1971) (recognizing that there is an implied private right of action under Rule 10b-5).

\textsuperscript{124} \textit{JOBS Act} § 302(b) (to be codified in 15 U.S.C. § 77dA(c)).


\textsuperscript{126} \textit{See} United States v. Brown, 555 F.2d 336, 339 (2d Cir. 1977) (holding that Congress intended the antifraud provision, § 17(a) of the Securities Act, to protect the integrity of the marketplace).

\textsuperscript{127} \textit{JOBS Act} § 305(b) (to be codified at 15 U.S.C. § 77f(b)(4)); see Securities Act of
jurisdiction regarding fraud from that conducted by brokers or dealers to also include fraud committed by crowdfunding portals and issuers.128

In facing potential fraud problems, the SEC would most likely respond through reformed policies and strategies, as it has always done in the past.129 For example, in response to the fraud cases in the 1990s, the SEC reinforced its program to fight against Internet fraud through the concerted effort of various SEC divisions and offices: Division of Enforcement, Division of Corporate Finance, Division of Market Regulation, Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations, Office of the General Counsel, and Office of Investor Education and Assistance.130

The SEC has responded to increasing Internet fraud by training seventy staff members to maintain surveillance on the Internet and creating the Office of Internet Enforcement, the most notable division of the antifraud program.131 People can also report possible securities fraud to the SEC through the Enforcement Complaint Center, which could lead to an SEC investigation.132 The Enforcement Division created this program to tap into the self-policing culture; more than 75% of these complaints have been useful for investigations or referrals.133

The SEC also created Cyberforce, a special task force to monitor online bulletin boards and chat rooms, a force consisting of hundreds of lawyers, accountants, and investigators.134 The development of this internal structure not only shows the SEC already has resources to deal with Internet fraud, but exemplifies the agency’s adaptability and responsiveness

---

128. JOBS Act § 305(b)(2) (to be codified at 15 U.S.C. § 77r(c)(1)).
130. Stark, supra note 80, at 111–12 (describing the SEC’s team effort in combating Internet securities law violations).
133. Cella & Stark, supra note 129, at 844–45.
134. See Stark, supra note 80, at 113 (explaining the work of Cyberforce, including special projects such as internal “surf days”).
Moreover, fraud is a major investor-protection concern that permeates all kinds of offerings—even private ones; therefore, federal securities laws and regulations incorporate a safeguard against this crime. Section 17 of the Securities Act and Rule 10b-5 under the Exchange Act are the principal regulatory tools to address fraud by penalizing fraudulent communication over the Internet. With a private right of action and basis for prosecution, this antifraud regime not only punishes the fraudulent actor, it also deters people from committing fraud.

3. Registration Requirements for Issuers and Intermediaries

The new Securities Act as amended by the JOBS Acts requires both issuers and intermediaries, through whom crowdfunding transactions can be conducted, to register with the SEC. As part of this registration, issuers are required to provide information to the SEC. This allows the SEC to review and monitor the issuers and the securities they offer to the public. Such disclosure is in line with the SEC’s approach in regulating securities sold to the public, as evident not only in the general § 5(e) registration requirement but even in the streamlined registration requirements of Regulation A and Regulation D exemptions.

Section 4A of the Securities Act as amended by the JOBS Act requires

---


137. Id. (requiring issuers to provide such information as physical address, names of directors, officers, each shareholder who owns more than 20% of the issuer’s shares, description of business, financial condition, and how the securities are being valued).

138. But see NASAA: The JOBS Act an Investor Protection Disaster Waiting to Happen, N. Amer. SEC. ADM’RS Ass’n (Mar. 22, 2012), http://www.nasaa.org/11548/nasaa-the-jobs-act-an-investor-protection-disaster-waiting-to-happen/ (arguing the SEC has neither the resources nor the time to police the small securities offerings effectively).

intermediaries for crowdfunding securities to register with both the SEC and an applicable SRO as either a broker or a crowdfunding portal.140 While the immense amount of information available on the Internet reinforces people’s ability to make informed investment decisions, the flood of data could potentially lead to serious abuses by fraudulent actors who would take advantage of such easy access.141 Requiring intermediaries to register would further protect investors142 as it would pressure them to verify the issuers and oversee online forums where investors share and discuss information about the business ventures. Requiring these securities to be offered through registered crowdfunding portals could also enhance investor confidence in the crowdfunding market.143

4. Self-Regulatory Organization for Crowdfunding Portals

In addition to registering with the SEC, intermediaries are required to register with an applicable SRO.144 This additional set of eyes on activities in the new crowdfunding industry helps to further protect investors. SROs typically establish codes of ethics and rules that apply to members of the industry that they regulate, violations of which are disciplined.145 These SEC codes and rules address the concerns about fraudulent actors that may emerge in the market.

Congress did not specify in the JOBS Act whether there should be a new SRO or whether crowdfunding portals can register with any existing SRO, such as the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), which

140. JOBS Act § 201 (to be codified at 15 U.S.C. § 77d(b)).
142. See Hearings, supra note 6, at 40–43 (prepared statement of Jeff Lynn, CEO, Seedrs) (arguing that investors will hesitate to use platforms that lack some sort of regulatory “seal of approval,” and that such platforms will be most effective if the investors are involved in executing the investment transactions and in managing the post-completion investment); id. at 75 (prepared statement of Mercer E. Bullard, Associate Professor of Law, The University of Mississippi) (asserting that as a repeat player, an intermediary would incur relatively low fixed costs in complying with a crowdfunding rule exemption that would otherwise be overly burdensome for the issuers).
143. See id. at 75–76 (prepared statement of Mercer E. Bullard, Associate Professor of Law, The University of Mississippi).
144. JOBS Act § 302(b) (to be codified at 15 U.S.C. § 77a(a)(2)).
regulates securities firms and brokers to protect investors. The JOBS Act requires crowdfunding portals to be members of a securities association before they facilitate a transaction or solicit the purchase or sale of any security. Whichever SRO a crowdfunding portal registers with, one important underlying fact remains: another body is monitoring and regulating the portal. The shared regulatory role between an SRO and the SEC for crowdfunding is important in two respects.

First, SROs can effectively complement the SEC in regulating the market and the industry’s players due to the flexibility of SROs compared to government agencies, the expertise of SRO members, and the inherent incentives of SROs. Because SROs are not government agencies, they are not subject to the direct monitoring of Congress, constitutional constraints, or the extensive rules of the Administrative Procedure Act.

146.  See Fin. Indus. Regulatory Auth., Get to Know Us 2–3 (2011) (listing the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority’s duties, such as enforcing industry rules and federal securities laws, reviewing communications from broker firms to investors, and monitoring markets). Any self-regulatory organization (SRO)—existing or soon-to-be-formed—in the securities industry must comply with the Exchange Act, which governs registered securities associations as one form of SRO. See 15 U.S.C. § 78c(a)(26) (defining self-regulatory organization as any national securities exchange, registered securities association, or registered clearing agency); id. 78o–3 (regulating registered securities association).

147.  JOBS Act § 304(a) (to be codified in 15 U.S.C. § 78c(h)(1)–(2)).


149.  Courts may still subject SROs to the same constitutional constraints that apply to government agencies if they find that the SRO is essentially acting as the state. See, e.g., Lebron v. Nat’l R.R. Passenger Corp., 513 U.S. 374 (1995) (finding that Amtrak is part of the government for purposes of the First Amendment); see also Karmel, supra note 148, at 155–59 (describing the two doctrines—public entity doctrine and state action doctrine—that underlie the determination of whether the Constitution should apply to private entities).

150.  Rules issued by SROs must still obtain SEC approval. 15 U.S.C. § 78s(b) (delineating the SEC approval process for SROs’ proposed rules). The rulemaking process of SROs in the securities industry also resembles the process mandated by the Administrative Procedure Act applying to government agencies. Compare 15 U.S.C. § 78s(b) (requiring the SEC to notify the public about SROs’ proposed rules and allow the public to submit comments), and Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) Rulemaking, SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N, http://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/finra.shtml [last visited May 14, 2012] (inviting public comments on FINRA’s proposed rules), with 5 U.S.C. § 553(c) (2006) (requiring agencies to give notice to the public about their proposed rules and an opportunity to participate in the rulemaking process by submitting comments).
In addition, because the regulating members of the SROs are players in the industry, they have the ability to be among the first to access information—crucial to properly regulating the rapidly evolving securities market.\textsuperscript{151} SROs will also be quicker and more efficient in responding to the market by issuing rules and disciplining bad actors because they are relatively free from bureaucratic constraints, unlike government agencies.

Additionally, SROs have a strong incentive to regulate their respective industries because as members they have a vested interest in maintaining the credibility of the industry to which they belong. Bad actors undermine the industry, which causes potential investors to lose confidence in the market and could destroy the market entirely.\textsuperscript{152} Consequently, the industry would deteriorate along with the market. This domino effect motivates SROs to function efficiently—possibly even more efficiently than their government agency counterparts.

In these early stages of developing the crowdfunding industry, governing members of the relevant SRO may be even more zealous in regulating and monitoring the industry players, particularly with the looming skepticism that has dominated much of the discussion around crowdfunding.\textsuperscript{153} Additionally, this incentive to protect the industry by regulating itself is balanced by both the SEC’s direct supervision as well as the representation of issuers and investors in the SROs’ governing bodies.\textsuperscript{154}

Second, the shared role between an SRO and the SEC with regard to crowdfunding is particularly important given the substantial overhaul of

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{151} See Omarova, supra note 148, at 669–70 (arguing that the industry has superior ability to assess market information and monitor and regulate business operations on a global basis); Verret, supra note 148, at 817–20 (comparing the government with SROs in their respective capacities to efficiently regulate).
\item \textsuperscript{152} See Omarova, supra note 148, at 674 (describing the views of SRO proponents who argue that SROs enhance a sense of ownership and participation in the rulemaking process); cf. Verret, supra note 148, at 816–17 (identifying that SROs have an interest in protecting the market from instability caused by deviant behaviors of investment managers).
\item \textsuperscript{153} See, e.g., The Jobs Act Fails Investors and Entrepreneurs, N. Am. Sec. Adm’rs Ass’n (Apr. 5, 2012), http://www.nasaa.org/12092/the-jobs-act-fails-investors-and-entrepreneurs/ (quoting the Chairman of NASAA’s Committee on Federal Legislation, Steve Irwin, who criticized the crowdfunding exemption as very risky, as it exposes “unsophisticated, gullible, and vulnerable” investors to fraudulent actors).
\item \textsuperscript{154} See Securities Exchange Act of 1934 § 15A(b)(4), 15 U.S.C. § 78o-3(b)(4) (requiring the national securities association to have one or more directors who represent issuers and investors and are not associated with a member of the association, broker, or dealer); Paul R. Verkuil, Privatizing Due Process, 57 Admin. L. Rev. 963, 997–98 (2005) (characterizing SROs in the securities industry, unlike those in other fields, as essentially an arm of the government). But see Karmel, supra note 148, at 197 (arguing the SEC or Congress should refrain from interfering too much with the SROs so they can effectively respond to the needs and concerns of the securities industry).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
securities laws in the past two years and the budget restraints of the main government agency responsible for both creating and enforcing the rules. The Dodd–Frank Act contains ninety provisions that require rulemaking by the SEC, a long process that ends with SEC rules being potentially invalidated by courts. Though SROs in the securities industry are not government agencies, the Exchange Act governs the structure and rulemaking of SROs and places them under the direct supervision of the SEC. Particularly with regard to the SEC’s function in preventing fraud, an SRO for crowdfunding could be more efficient in monitoring fraud, as the governing members are from the industry and have first-hand knowledge of what is happening in the field.

V. IMPLICATION OF CROWDFUNDING PROVISIONS IN THE JOBS ACT ON OTHER EXEMPTIONS

After concluding that concerns regarding crowdfunding are unfounded given the various characteristics of today’s Internet age and statutory safeguards in the securities laws, it is also important to analyze one significant implication of the new crowdfunding laws. The exemption for crowdfunding, which in effect allows general solicitation for small issue

155. See supra note 2 and accompanying text; see also Sarah N. Lynch, SEC Chairman Pitches Budget Boost to Congress, REUTERS (Mar. 6, 2012, 10:16 AM), http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/06/us-sec-budget-idUSTRE8250VG20120306 (reporting that the SEC chairman, Mary Schapiro, requested an 18.5% budget increase to carry out the new responsibilities under the Dodd–Frank Act); Charles Riley, Broken Budget Process Hurts Wall Street Reform, CNNMoney (Feb. 10, 2012, 5:07 AM) http://money.cnn.com/2012/02/10/news/economy/cftc_sec_budget/index.htm (reporting that according to the SEC, the trading volume in the securities markets has more than doubled over the past decade, while the number of staff monitoring and regulating the markets has not changed since 2005).

156. See, e.g., Bus. Roundtable v. SEC, 647 F.3d 1144, 1149–51 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (striking down the SEC’s proxy access rule, which was issued pursuant to the Dodd–Frank Act, for failing to meet stringent economic analysis based on available empirical data).

157. Securities Exchange Act of 1934 § 15A, 15 U.S.C. § 78o–3(a) (requiring associations of brokers and dealers to register with the SEC as a national securities association); id. § 78o-3(b) (listing requirements for SROs, such as issuing rules designed to prevent fraud, disciplining members for violating the Exchange Act, its regulations, or the SRO’s rules, and assuring a fair representation of its members in the SRO’s board of directors); id. § 78b(6) (regulating SROs’ rulemaking process).

158. See 15 U.S.C. § 78o–3(b)(6) (requiring an SRO to design rules that would prevent fraud), id. § 78o-3(b)(7) (permitting an SRO to discipline its members for violating the Exchange Act, its regulations, or the SRO’s rules). Compare Karmel, supra note 148, at 197 (explaining that SROs can hire experts to be their employees and higher salaries can be financed by assessments on the securities industry), with Lynch, supra note 155 (reporting that the SEC Chairman, Mary Schapiro, asked Congress to raise the budget for the SEC to improve outdated technologies and hire experts), and Riley, supra note 155 (predicting that Congress will reject additional funding and instead decrease the budget).
offerings, could and should prompt the SEC to reevaluate the unaltered ban on general solicitation for other exemptions. This reassessment would be in line with the recent executive order that instructs government agencies to reevaluate existing rules and regulations.\footnote{159} Additionally, as crowdfunding offerings are covered securities and therefore do not have to be registered with states, the crowdfunding exemption could cause the other exemptions, particularly Rule 504 and 505, to become idle or even obsolete.

The same implication may be felt most by states’ securities regulators given that Rule 504 and 505 offerings are the only remaining registration exemptions they still have jurisdiction over.\footnote{160} Although the presidential order does not extend to state agencies, state securities regulators may also want to reevaluate the ban on general solicitation for Rule 504 and 505 offerings based on the discussions above regarding the obsolete rationale behind this ban.\footnote{161}

Before the entrance of the crowdfunding exemption, Rule 504 and 505 were rarely used, as businesses used Rule 506 more.\footnote{162} 78.6\% of Regulation D offerings of $1 million or less were offered under Rule 506, which is the offering size Rule 504 was intended for, while only 14.3\% of those were offered under Rule 504.\footnote{163} 91.9\% of Regulation D offerings between $1 million and $5 million, which is the range of offering size Rule 505 was designed to serve, were offered under Rule 506, with only 3.9\% of these offerings made using Rule 505.\footnote{164}

Some argue that the reason behind the popularity of Rule 506 offerings over Rule 504 and 505 is that the securities of the former are covered


\footnote{160} Compare Rutheford B. Campbell, Jr., The Wreck of Regulation D: The Unintended (and Bad) Outcomes for the SEC’s Crown Jewel Exemptions, 66 BUS. LAW. 919, 940–42 (2011) (arguing that state authority over all Regulation D offerings must be removed in order to restore the intended use of such offerings for small business capital formation), with Jennifer J. Johnson, Private Placements: A Regulatory Black Hole, 35 DEL. J. CORP. L. 151, 188–97 (2010) (proposing a return to state supervision of Rule 506 private placements to enhance capital formation and protect investors), and NASAA: The JOBS Act an Investor Protection Disaster Waiting to Happen, N. AM. SEC. ADMR’S ASS’N (Mar. 22, 2012), http://www.nasaa.org/11548/nasaa-the-jobs-act-an-investor-protection-disaster-waiting-to-happen/ (criticizing the preemption of states from reviewing crowdfunding offerings that, given the foreseeable lack of scrutiny by the SEC, would result in many fraudulent transactions).

\footnote{161} See supra Part IV.A.

\footnote{162} See 17 C.F.R. § 230.504(b)(2) (2011) (limiting the size of securities sold to $1 million), id. § 230.505(b)(2)(i) (limiting the size of the securities sold to $5 million); id. § 230.506 (providing no limit on the size of the offering).

\footnote{163} Campbell, supra note 160, at 928.

\footnote{164} Id.
securities while those of the latter are not. 165 Even though Rule 504 does not require issuers to disclose financial or other information to the purchasers and has no limitation on the number of purchasers, issuers still elect to offer securities under Rule 506 instead. 166 This is so even though Rule 506 has many criteria, such as requiring that the purchasers have knowledge and experience in financial and business matters, that they meet the criteria to qualify as an accredited investor, and that their total number does not exceed thirty-five. 167 However, despite the requirements, Rule 506 issuers need only register with the SEC and do not need to register with any state agency, unlike Rule 504 and 505 issuers whose securities are not included in the list of covered securities.

With a crowdfunding exemption now in place, Rule 504 and 505 exemptions will further dissipate in use. Not only can crowdfunding securities be offered to a larger pool of investors, 168 many of whom were previously unable to invest, but they must only be registered with a single agency as opposed to multiple agencies across the nation. 169 If Congress has gone so far with the JOBS Act as to allow crowdfunding and even lifted

165. See Securities Act of 1933 § 13(a), 15 U.S.C. § 77r(a) (2006) (“[N]o law, rule, regulation, or order, or other administrative action of any State....requiring, or with respect to, registration or qualification of securities...shall directly or indirectly apply to a security that...is a covered security....”); id. § 13(b)(4)(D) (including as covered securities those securities sold pursuant to Section 4(2) of the Securities Act); 17 C.F.R. § 230.506(a) (basing Rule 506 offerings on § 4(2) of the Securities Act); Campbell, supra note 160, at 932–33. Peculiarly, the JOBS Act frees Rule 506 offerings from the restriction on general solicitation, while preserving the ban for Rules 504 and 505 offerings. JOBS Act § 201, Pub. L. No. 112-106, 126 Stat. 306 (2012) (to be codified at 15 U.S.C. § 77d(b)) (exempting Rule 506 offerings from the ban on general solicitation).

166. See 17 C.F.R. § 230.502(b) (requiring issuers selling securities under Rules 505 or 506 to any purchaser who is not an accredited investor to provide such information as an audited balance sheet, marketing arrangements, and risk factors).

167. See 17 C.F.R. § 230.506(b)(2) (listing the criteria for purchasers of Rule 506 securities), id. § 230.501(c)(1)(iv) (excluding accredited investor from the calculation of number of purchasers for purposes of Rules 505 and 506), id. § 230.501(a) (defining accredited investor).

168. Because Rule 504 and 505 securities cannot be solicited to people with whom there is no preexisting relationship—as a consequence of the ban on general solicitation—the sale of securities is in effect restricted to family and friends of the issuers. See supra notes 59–68 and accompanying text. Conversely, with no such limitation on the manner of crowdfunding offerings, crowdfunding issuers can sell their securities not only to their family and friends, but also to the general public.

169. Rule 504 and 505 issuers must register their securities with the relevant state agencies, unless the securities or offerings are exempt in the respective states. Such state securities laws are commonly referred to as “blue sky laws.” See Paul G. Mahoney, The Origins of the Blue-Sky Laws: A Test of Competing Hypotheses, 46 J.L. & ECON. 229, 229 (2003) (tracing the history behind blue sky laws).
the ban on general solicitation for Rule 506 nonpublic offerings, then the Rule 502(c) prohibition on general solicitation for the remaining exemptions should also be removed. Even prior to the JOBS Act, many scholars had already questioned the need for the ban.171

As the President has recently instructed government agencies to conduct a retrospective analysis of rules that may be outmoded and modify them, the SEC should reevaluate the general solicitation provision in Rule 502(c) that still applies to Rule 504 and 505 offerings. The ban availability in the Securities Act was already in question when the crowdfunding exemption was introduced in the JOBS Act. Although some attribute the idleness of Rule 504 and 505 to the fact that the Rules are not covered securities, the ban on general solicitation may also be part of the reason. Unless the SEC removes the ban on general solicitation for these exemptions, crowdfunding offerings may dominate the small business offerings market, making Rule 504 and 505 superfluous.

CONCLUSION

In light of growing concerns about the stagnant economy and the state of small businesses, the public celebrated the passing of the JOBS Act. Under its theme of capital formation, the Act recognizes the popularity and effectiveness of crowdfunding as a viable financing model by exempting it from registration requirements with the SEC. As with every novel idea, it does not come as a surprise that many are concerned about this new model. Much of this concern is shadowed by the penny-stock fraud incidents in the 1990s that traumatized people in the securities industry and led to Regulation D’s ban on general solicitation.

However, these worries about investor protection are unfounded in light of the characteristics of the public and the tools available in this Internet age. The democratization of access to information—facilitated by the Internet—levels the playing field between issuers and prospective investors. In addition, the JOBS Act puts in place sufficient safeguards to remove concerns about investor protection. The de minimis amounts of securities and individual investments permitted mitigate an extensive negative impact on either an individual’s or the nation’s economic condition. Though

---

170. JOBS Act § 201(a)(1) (to be codified at 15 U.S.C. § 77d(b)) (mandating that the SEC revise Rule 506 by exempting it from the ban on general solicitation so long as the purchasers of Rule 506 securities are accredited investors).
171. See, e.g., C. Steven Bradford, The Cost of Regulatory Exemptions, 72 UMKC L. REV. 857 (2004); Daugherty, supra note 59; Sjostrom, supra note 62.
173. See supra note 171 and accompanying text.
crowdfunding is now exempted from the § 5 registration requirements, issuers must still register with the SEC, and intermediaries must register with both the SEC as well as an applicable SRO. Further, as none of the other exemptions stand outside the antifraud regime in securities laws, neither does the crowdfunding exemption.

The JOBS Act potentially makes crowdfunding the most popular exemption that businesses could use to raise funds. Issuers need only file basic information with the SEC; they do not have to register with any state because crowdfunding securities are covered securities, and crowdfunding allows them to solicit investments from virtually the whole nation. Such advantages would effectively render the other exempt securities and offerings—Rule 504 and 505—obsolete. In light of President Obama’s recent directive to reevaluate existing rules while maintaining a regulatory system “that promotes ‘economic growth, innovation, competitiveness, and job creation,’” the SEC should reevaluate the ban on general solicitation that still applies to these other small-offering exemptions.

With the nature of today’s tech-savvy market and the JOBS Act safeguards in place, skeptics should join in the celebration for the great prospects that crowdfunding has to offer to the economy, particularly small businesses.